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Cooper

Volcanica

The bene�ts of having this  round co�ee table are endless.
 They are aesthetically pleasing (who doesn’t love a perfect 
circle?) and don’t take up as much room as a square or 
rectangular piece. Because of this, they have a bit less
 counter space, but if you purchase one large enough, 
it shouldn’t be a problem.

Leg Colour Options

Makes the space look larger as they curve away from 
other objects creating more distance between the table
 and  surrounding furniture.

Sleek and round in size with a top in grey �nish,and  
well designed stainless steel stand which ensures the
 table lasts for stability.
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Volcanica

The bene�ts of having this  round co�ee table are endless.
 They are aesthetically pleasing (who doesn’t love a perfect 
circle?) and don’t take up as much room as a square or 
rectangular piece. Because of this, they have a bit less
 counter space, but if you purchase one large enough, 
it shouldn’t be a problem.

Leg Colour Options

Makes the space look larger as they curve away from 
other objects creating more distance between the table
 and  surrounding furniture.

Sleek and round in size with a top in grey �nish,and  
well designed stainless steel stand which ensures the
 table lasts for stability.
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Arabica

Henry coffee table base

Gevalia coffee table base

Robusta's stand o�ers the �exibility to do the top in range of 
sizes depending with where you would like to �t the co�ee 
table.600,700,800 are ideal diameters of the top to use on 
this stand

Arabica is of convinient to match the space look due 
to its criscrossing nature of legs.With a 400*400mm 
top of of selcted available colors.

Sleek white powder coated stand  which o�ers durabilty
and aesthetic to any top used with it.

Gevalia table base is white in colour with 4 stands at its base,o�ers required
support to the top and its entire carriage on top


